
IRB NLMCC Meeting Notes - October 18th, 2017 

 

Update of Refugee Protection Division (RPD) 

Management mentioned that a 1st draft of Mr. Yates report is expected in December.  It is 
anticipated that it’ll have 3 options and would cover the whole refugee claim process spectrum. 

In response to the increase of in-claim, IRB launched a 17 member response team. The demand 
outstripped the supply. For instance, the claims received in September were the same amount 
that IRB usually receives in a year. IRB approved an increase of staffing in the Eastern Region.  To 
better deal with such inflex, IRB is setting contingency plans. In the future, IRB would turn to a 
national based program to have a better nationwide capacity. 

IRB recognized that moral and mental health are better when there’s a sense of control. Such 
inflex can turn people off. IRB encourages all staff to be very open with issues and find solutions. 
There’s a need to have dialogue with management. 

CEIU mentioned that the influx in the Eastern Region had an impact on the Western Region. 
There has been a high volume of calls from clients wanting to know their hearing date. There’s a 
need a for better language for the standard responses. There’s also a need for training front line 
workers.  For instance, the Mental Health Commission of Canada (MHCC) has a 3 hour session 
that could fit that need.   

Quality Workplace Commitment (QWC) 

This QWC initiative has been underway for 1 year. There will be a call out to employees to serve 
on various working group. The member selection will be based on some criteria such as 
language and gender. The employees who will not be selected might be offered to work on 
special projects. 

Under the Civility Pillar, IRB has hired an Informal Conflict Practioner in the Values, Ethics and 
Disclosure Office.  Her name is: Dominique-Nadia Villemaire. 

Under the Communication Pillar:  IRB has held townhalls: Real talk, real issues. There was a good 
turn out. However, some issues were raised in Montréal. As an example, CEIU pointed out that 
the selection of the location raised some concerns (held in a church). There will be continuing 
dialog on Atlas.   IRB will post on Altas questions and answers by topic. There will be a web 
based survey to get some data, suggestions and other things that worked well or not. 
Management mentioned that there’s no magic bullet, IRB cannot spend beyond its budget.  

With the feedback and input received, this will serve as a basis for the QWC. IRB received 
interesting suggestions. The Public Service Employee Survey will also feed the working group.  

Under the Diversity Pillar: this pillar will establish processes for Duty to Accommodate (DTA).  
CEIU reminded that IRB needs to involve the union in this initiative as there have been issues. 
On these later, sometimes the union is involved, sometimes not. Lastly, in the regions, people 
don’t really know what QWC is about, what is its impact. 

  



Performance Management  

On the performance management, CEIU reminded IRB that feedback should not be only twice a 
year. Employees need regular feedback. Some employees are under the impression that 
everything is working well, but all of a sudden there’ve been told something to be done, that far 
away. The example CEIU mentioned is in the RPD where a manager sent an email telling some 
term employees that their contract might be not renewed. CEIU would like to see standard 
practice on performance management.   For instance, training should be on-going, including 
acting managers.  

IRB mentioned the 3 hour training session for new managers and there are regular reminders.  

IRB will provide unions with some data on the past performance management reports. 

Info – meeting with new employee  

CEIU wants to have the opportunity to meet with new employees. This is not done consistently 
across the regions. 

IRB mentioned that in the past, unions have been invited, but in some occasions, no union 
showed up. IRB is working on an on-line new employee orientation session and invited the 
unions to shared them some content. 

Staffing  

Update on New Direction in Staffing  

The new Direction in staffing has been in effect since July 1st.  Managers could attend 
information sessions and 2 others are coming up. 2 sessions have been offered to union 
representatives. After December, there will sessions for employees. IRB has invited the unions 
to co-deliverer them. CEIU raised that there is a perception that management has too much 
flexibility and there’s a lack of transparency. Still, IRB reminded that merits still apply and CEIU is 
invited to have a separate discussion if there’s a need. 

CEIU raised concerns over the process of selecting the candidate for the Early Resolution Officer 
developmental position. The announcement of the creation of the position occurred on Friday 
afternoon and by Monday there was a follow up announcement about who the initial 
candidates were. In Western Region, there was outrage as this was the fourth acting assignment 
of 6 months or more where no process was run to determine qualified candidates. No 
consideration was given to people working in the Refugee Protection Division and all four 
candidates for these latest acting assignments were men. CEIU reminded the IRB that while they 
can appoint whoever they like for acting assignments, each decision creates an impact on all 
staff. Explanations around the choice of process need to be made clear to staff. Morale is 
impacted by decisions such as these. Management will follow up on this issue. 

CEIU asked what about job shadowing. 

Standards for Selection committees, pools and representativeness of the equity group 

CEIU asked to have access on the guidelines on the selectin committees and their 
representativeness of the equity group and also on the pools. One issue with the pools is that 
we never know how long it would last. 



 IRB mentioned that there’s no guidelines for the pool. It all depends of the situation, the 
position, and the needs in the future. On the representativeness, IRB tries to establish an 
inventory. IRB will be able to provide data on the selection board.  

CEIU asked to have more detailed data on the equity group (EE) within IRB.  

On the EE committee, management mentioned that there’s the Diversity Pillar in the QWC. CEIU 
believes that there should be more training opportunities on the EE. Also, CEIU mentioned that 
there’s an Human Rights National Vice-President – Sebastian Rodrigues – within CEIU structure 
and would like that he could be part of the EE discussions. 

Cyclical Review (Job Descriptions)  

Management mentioned that phase 2 is done at 78%. There will be announcements soon. 

Public Service Employee Survey (PSES) 

IRB is analysing the Public Service Employee Annual Survey results. Preliminary results of the 
PSES are expected in January 2018 with more granular data in April. 

Phoenix 

Management mentioned that a new training package for employees and managers is coming. It 
is tailored for different HR systems. IRB has beefed up its team to help resolved Phoenix issues. 

Signing of new Terms of Reference (ToR)  

Co-chairs signed the new ToR. IRB will ask the other unions to sign it. 


